Quality Workshops, Relevant Topics & CE Credits

Bridgewell’s Center for Professional Development is your resource for continuing education and lifelong learning. Exceptional workshops are offered for social workers, educators, mental health and healthcare professionals.

Upcoming Workshops

Friday, September 18, 2020
Resilient Survivors: Strong at Broken Places
The myth of “once damaged goods, always damaged goods” posits that a survivor of trauma is destined to continue patterns of abuse - against self or other. Quite to the contrary, most survivors go on to lead healthy and fulfilling lives. Many, in fact, derive their greatest strengths in the very areas were they’ve been hurt the most, not only becoming strong, but “strong at the broken places.”

Linda T. (Lynn) Sanford, LICSW
9:00 am – 4:00 pm in Peabody, MA
Social Worker and Mental Health Counselor CE Credits Approved.

Wednesday, October 21, 2020
Behavioral and Therapeutic Tips and Tools from the Trenches for Teachers and Clinicians
This co-facilitated workshop will provide behavioral and therapeutic tips and tools for professionals working with clients with behavioral issues.

Lonnie R. Ouellette, M.A./M.Ed./LABA & Laurel Ciavarri, Ph.D/BCBA
9:00 am – 3:00 pm in Peabody, MA
Social Worker, Mental Health Counselor and BCBA CE Credits Approved.

For more information, please contact Kristen Janjar, at kjanjar@bridgewell.org or 781-776-4137.

For more detailed descriptions, pricing and registration, visit: bridgewell.org/cpd   T: (781) 776-4137